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SUMMARY

Inspection on September 1-30, 1981

Areas Inspected.

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 116 inspector-hours on site in the
areas of Preoperational Test Procedure Review, Preoperational Test Results
Review, Preoperational Test Observation, Operating Procedure Review, Open Item
Review, Licensee Identified Items (50.55(e) and Part 21), plant tour.

Results

Of the 7 areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*0. S. Bradham, Station Manager
*J. G. Connelly, Assistant Station Manage'-
*B. J. Croley, Technical Support Superviser
*A. A. Smith, Director, Site Surveillance

*K. W. Woodward, Assistant Operations Supervisor
*J. W. .' rks, Technical Specialist
*S. S. Howze, Licensing
*A. R. Koon, Technical Services Coordinator
*C. Ligon, Administrative Supervisor
L. Storz, Operations Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians, operators,
mechanics, and office personnel.

Other Organizations

C. W. Bowman, Westinghouse Startup
M. Nolan, Westinghouse Startup

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on September 3 and
September 22 with those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The
resident inspector also attended the exit interview of D. Montgomery on
September 3 and M. Hunt on September 11.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

Not inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

Not inspected.

5. Operating Procedure Review

The inspector reviewed the following System Operating Procedures (SOP):

50P-201 Main Steam
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iSOP-306 Emergency Diesel Generator
SOP-401 Reactor Protection and Control

. SOP-311 125V DC System
S0P-304 7.2KV Switchgear
SOP-305.480V ESF Load Center
SOP-405 Incore Nuclear Instrumentation

The procedures were reviewed to confirm that the plant operating procedures
are prepared to adequately control safety-related operations within the
applicable ' regulatory requirements. Findings were acceptable _with - the-
following exceptions:

a. SOP-201

-- Step 4.1.1.C references the wrong attachment to complete the valve
lineup. Also, the breaker alignment is never accomplished in the
procedure.

-- The initial conditions state that the steam generators are i_n wet
layuo with a 2-3 psig nitrogen overpressure established The
initial conditions also indicate the valve lineup has been
completed. The valve lineup has the nitrogen supply valves locked
closed, preventing a nitrogen overpressure from being established'.

-- Step 4.1.20 references valves opened in step 4.'1.12. No valves
were opened in 4.1.12

Step 5.2.14 indicates that when filling tue steam generators from--

dry layup, chemicals will be added~after the generators are full
-and have been sampled. The Westinghouse Chemistry Manual
recommends adding chemicals as the. generators are filled.

Step 5.3.2 instructs the operator to fill the steam generators to--

a level not less than one foot above the top of the steam
~

generator' tubes and not exceeding a level four feet below the
junction of the outlet nozzle with the steam generator shell.
With the level indication that exists in the control room. this
step is of very little value.

-- Numerous typographical errors were found in Attachment II, Valve
Lineup.

Attachment II, S0P 201

-- Page 29, 30, XVG-2897, 2822A, B, C, 0 are associated with the HP
Turbine control valve not the Stop valve.

-- Page 33. Two additional valves exist in this instrument line that
are not on the valve lineup.
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Root valves for IPX instrumentation are listed as open when they--

should be closed if not installed, or not in use.

-- Page 39. The required position for the steam driven emergency
feedwater pump governor valve does not include anything about the
setting on the governor.

-- Page 12, 16, 23. The setting on the atmospheric dump valves is
SET /NOT GAGGED. Another procedure (SOP-202) sets the same valves
to the NEUTRAL position.

-- Page 23. Valve XVG-1305 is lined up OPEN. This valve is assumed
to be closed when steam is needed downstream of this valve.

-- The following valves were omitted from Attachment II: 2871 A, B,
C, D, E, F, 2870 and the test valve.

-- Root valves for the following instrumentation were omitted: PT
2122, PT 5673, PX 5673, PT2112, PT 5610, PT 446, PT 447, PT 2092,
PT 2102 PX 2133, PX5634, PX2153, PX5644.

-- Page 34. The combined root valves for IPT-5607 and IPT-5608 are
missing.

This item will remain open (81-28-05) pending future review.

b. SOP-306

-- Step 4.1.1.E. The inspector questioned whether the air compressor
oil level needed to be full.

-- Step 4.1.1.I. This step does not describe what is to be checked
on the air start lubricators.

-- Section 4.1. The inspector questioned why the injection nozzle
cooling water sight glasses and governor settings wer not checked.

-- the procedure is not consistent in the paralleling procedure for
the diesel generators. The voltages are matched in one step and
the incoming voltage is set slightly higher in other steps (stept
5.1.14,5.2.8,5.6.5)

-- Steps 5.1.13, 5.1.17. There is no ON or OFF position on the
switch.

-- Step 4.1.2. The switch described is the Air Compressor Control
Switch.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Attachment I, S0P 306

-- Page 1, line 7. lhe valve number should be XVG-10970

Page 2, line 6. Valve should be closed.--

Page 2, line 18. Air Start Tank 9A instead of 8A.--

-- Page 3, line 6. No required position listed for
valve XVP-10961A

-- Page 4, line 19. Valve XVP-20977A should be closta.

-- Page 5, line 3. The valve number should be XVT-20982A.

Page 2, line 11,12. IPI-5258A and IPI-5259A do not exist.--

Attachment II, S0P 306

-- Page 2, line 5, valve should be closed.

-- Page 3, Dmitted valve 109518.

-- Page 4, line 19. Valve should be open.

c. S0P 304

-- The FSAR indicates that XTF4 and XTF5 will be operated in
parallel.

The procedure has them operating independently.

d. SOP-311

-- The procedure for placing the battery charger in service is not
the same as the procedure in the Technical Manual for the battery
chargers.

-- The procedure does not instruct the opera':r to check for grounds
once the charger is placed in service.

e. SOP 305

-- Step 5.1.8 references Attachment I which doesn't exist.

The above items will remain open (81-28-06) pending future review.

- - . -
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f. SOP-401

Step 3.18.A.3 should read containment high(3) instead of--

containment high (2)

Steps 6.1.4.c, 6.2.4. A, 6.3.3.F and 6.4.4 should read HI 6T AUCT--

INHIBIT switch instead of oT Control Selector switch.

Step 6.5.4 references an Instrument Failure Reference Manual that--

does not yet exist.

Step 6.6.1. A should list a high indication on OP AT as a sympton.--

The NOTE on step 6.9.2.B does not make any sense.--

Step 6.10.2.A NOTE should read 2335 psig instead of 2235 psig.--

-- Step 6.9.3 should have the operator close PORV 444B if channel 444
fails high.

-- Status lites listed in steps 6.11.1.C, 6.11.1.E. 6.12.1.0,
6.16.1.D, 6.17.1.0, 6.18.1.D, 6.19.1.8 are not on the control
board.

-- There is not a section of the procedure describing actions to be
taken in the event of a steam generator level instrument or RCS
flow instrument failing.

Steps 4.1.7.8, 4.1.7.D and 4.2.2. A.2 need AT indicated on them.--

g. SOP-405

Step 5.4.1 requires a new operating voltage determination when the--

voltage is checked. This is not necessary.

The above item will remain open (81-28-07) pending future review.

6. Preoperational Test Observation

The inspector observed pertions of the following preoperational tests:

MS-01-H-1 Main Steam Hydro
RC-01-H-1 Reactor Coolant Hydro

.- - -_ ___ _.
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The tests were. ob' served to ensure they were being performed in accordance
with the; procedures and to independently verify the acceptability of the
results. Findings were acceptable with the following exceptions:

a. MS-01-H-1

The inspector reviewed portions of the' initial conditions and---

-prerequisites for .the test. The valve lineup was checked and two
valves were. found to be open even -though the valve lineup required them
to be closed. The valves were minor in nature, were not part of the
hydre beur.dary and should have been open. Therefore this was not
considere.1 to be of any significance. The valve lineup was changed to
require thw valves to be open.

7. Preoperational Test Procedure Review

The . inspector reviewed the. following preoperational test:

RC-01-H-1

The test was reviewed for techntcal adequacy, compliance with Regulatory
Guide 1.68, compliance with The V. C. Summer Startup Manual as well as
commitments made in the FSAR. Findings were acceptable with the following
exceptions:

a. MS-01-ti-1

.

The temporary valve isolating the relief valve is never verified open--

| in the procedure.

|
-- The automatic closure of the RHR loop isolation valves (8702A&B) is

j never bypassed to allow these valves to remain open during the test.
:

'
-- A temporary rig was attached to the pressurizer relief tank vent but -

not all the valves on the rig were verified open.'

These errors were corrected.

| -8. Preoperational Test Results Review

The inspecter reviewed the following preoperational test procedure results:

SF-3 Spent Fuel System Refueling Cavity
; CO-1 Hotwell Level Control
!
!

|
i
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;

|
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The results were reviewed to ensure the tests were performed in accordance
with the procedures and the commitments in the FSAR. The results were also
reviewed to ensure the indicated results were within the acceptance
criteria.

Findings were acceptable.

9. Open Item Review

(Closed) (80-05-09) Condensate Storage Tank. This item dealt with the
damage to the condensate storage tank caused by overfilling. The licensee
has taken adequate corrective action to ensure that vents on the tanks
remain open to prevent inadvertent overpressurization. The tank has been
repaired.

(Closed) (81-03-06) This item concerned the operation of the condensate
polishing system with known steam generator tube leaks. Section 10.4.6.2 of
the FSAR states that if the polishers are used in the presence of steam
generator tube leaks, all applicable Health Physics measures and precautions
will be observed. '

(Closed) (80-34-06) This item concerned the training of operators and
maintenance personnel on the loose parts monitor. The inspector reviewed
training records on both opr rations and maintenance personnel indicating
that training had been conducted. .

10. Licensee Identified Items (50.55(e) and Part 21)

(0 pen) (81-28-01) Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Line. In a letter dated
September 10, 1981, the licensee reported that the fuel oil return line on
"A" Emergency Diesel Generator developed a leak because of vibration. The
pipe supports which should have prevented the vibration were missing. A
final report will be issued when corrective action is complete.

(0 pen) (81-28-02) Non-safety Solenoid Valve in 125VDC IE Bus. In a letter
dated September 14, 1981, the licensee provided an interim report concerning
a non-safety solenoid valve. A final report providing details will be
provided at a later date.

(0 pen) (81-28-03) Undersize Socket Welds on Emergency Feedwater Pump.
Undersized socket welds existed on emergency feedwater pumps. The rewelding
effort is expected to be completed by November 15, 1981.

(0 pen) (81-28-04) Boric Acid Transfer Pump 1A. In a letter dated
September 15, 1981 the licensee reported a potential significant deficiency
oncerning cable termination exceeding bend radius in the connection box of
Boric Acid Transfer Pump 1A. A final report will be provided at a. 'later-

date.

.. .
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11. Plant Tour

The inspector toured the plant -at various times to observe construction
activities, hcusekeeping, maintenance, egaipment preservation and log books.
Findings were acceptable with the following exceptions:

The inspector noted a few examples of mechanical snubbers being used as
steps and an isolated case of a snubber disconnected at one end. The
licensee was informed and the situation was immediately corrected.
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